The Moline Side Load Dispenser is designed to uniformly dispense flour, or other dry ingredients, across the width of the dough sheet on wide conveyors or in hard to reach locations. The mobile frame, mounted on casters, provides easy sanitation and flexibility.

Flow adjustment slides and a screen control the dispensing pattern. The unit also contains an auger and agitator which pull the ingredient from the intake hopper and distribute it across the length of the main hopper for even dispersal. The dispersion rate is variable with agitator speed and slide position.

Clamps retain the flow adjustment assembly which can be easily lowered for cleaning.

- Provides continuous and even ingredient dispersion.
- Easily refilled during production without reaching or spilling.
- Easily accessed for improved operator safety.
- Mounted on casters for portability.
Moline Cutters

Moline cutters are precision machined to perfect concentricity for accurate and fast production. All are designed for durability, easy sanitation and positive dough release.

As a manufacturer of both cutters and cutting equipment, Moline is uniquely positioned to offer years of design expertise along with excellent value. A variety of styles are available for both machine and bench use.

Precisely manufactured on CNC equipment out of aluminum, plastic or steel with low-friction coatings, these are durable cutters made for rigorous use in industrial bakeries. See our website (www.moline.com) or contact us for more information.
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